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Abstract. Improved computational methods are essential to the diverse and rapidly developing field of advanced accelerator concepts. We present an overview of some computational algorithms for laser-plasma concepts and high-brightness photocathode electron sources. In particular, we discuss algorithms for reduced laser-plasma models that can be orders of magnitude faster than their higher-fidelity counterparts, as well as important ongoing efforts to include relevant additional physics that has been previously neglected. As an example of the former, we present 2D laser wakefield accelerator simulations in an optimal Lorentz frame, demonstrating >10 GeV energy gain of externally injected electrons over a 2 m interaction length, showing good agreement with predictions from scaled simulations and theory, with a speedup factor of ~2,000 as compared to standard particle-in-cell.
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INTRODUCTION

We present an overview of new developments in the simulation of advanced accelerator concepts (AAC). Due to space limitations, we restrict our attention primarily to laser wakefield accelerators (LWFA) and high-brightness electron guns. We further restrict our attention primarily to work in the USA and apologize in advance for any relevant work that we have neglected to mention. New 2D VORPAL [8] simulations in a Lorentz boosted frame [49-52] are presented, demonstrating >10 GeV energy gain of externally injected electrons over a 2 m interaction length, showing good agreement with predictions from scaled simulations and theory [43], with a speedup factor of ~2,000 as compared to standard particle-in-cell (PIC).

LASER WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR (LWFA) SIMULATIONS

The maximum achievable accelerating gradient is orders of magnitude larger when sustained by the collective fields of a plasma, rather than an evacuated metal structure. This has been demonstrated up to 1 GeV for electrons in laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA) experiments [30]. Plasma-based electron acceleration concepts (see [31] for a review) can sustain longitudinal electric fields on the order of the nonrelativistic...
wave breaking field, \( E_0 = \frac{c m_e \omega_p}{e} \), where \( \omega_p = (4\pi n_e e^2/m_e)^{1/2} \) is the plasma frequency at an electron density \( n_e \). For \( n_e = 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3} \), the electric field is \( E_0 \sim 100 \text{ GV/m} \), with a phase velocity close to the speed of light.

**Explicit Electromagnetic PIC Simulations of LWFA Concepts**

There are many time-explicit electromagnetic particle-in-cell (PIC) codes in use for simulating LWFA experiments, but here we consider only OSIRIS [32-35] and the parallel VORPAL framework [8,36-38], which have recently been benchmarked [39,51]. Given sufficient computing power, electromagnetic PIC codes can simulate the plasma electrons (and ions, if necessary), the laser pulse driving the plasma wake, and the dynamics of electrons that are trapped in the accelerating potential.

Explicit PIC codes must resolve the laser wavelength, which requires small cell sizes and, hence, small time steps, resulting in large simulation grids with long run times. Assuming the number of particles per cell is kept constant, doubling the resolution along each of the three axes (which in turn requires the time step to be halved) will increase the run time by a factor of 16. The standard PIC algorithm is 2\(^{nd}\)-order accurate [40], so in principle doubling the resolution will reduce errors by a factor of four; however, in practice particle noise can reduce the order of convergence.

Particle noise can be reduced by smoothing the currents on the grid, before coupling them into Maxwell’s equations, or by using spline-based particle shapes for the current deposition algorithm. The smoother force interpolation obtained with the same spline-based shape can also be important [41,42]. For long simulation times, it’s important to use absorbing boundary conditions, such as perfectly matched layers (PML), to prevent outgoing electromagnetic waves from bouncing back into the domain.

**Explicit PIC Simulations with Scaled Parameters**

The maximum energy attained by an electron (or positron) bunch injected into the plasma wake of a laser pulse in the “quasilinear” regime, scales inversely with density [43], while the interaction length increases. Inverse scaling of beam energy with plasma density is also seen in the nonlinear regime [54]. For fixed laser wavelength, the number of grid cells per plasma wavelength increases as the density is reduced. Hence, using half the electron density to double the electron energy means the simulation run-time will increase by more than a factor of eight. As one approaches \( \sim 1 \text{ m} \) scale lengths for a 10 GeV LWFA stage, this quickly becomes untenable. It has been shown for quasilinear (\( a_0 \sim 1 \)) stages, that one can dramatically reduce the run time, and retain most of the important physics, including beam loading, by correctly scaling the physical parameters of the problem [43]. Detailed scaling analysis has also been developed for the nonlinear regime [55,57].

**Quasistatic and Ponderomotive Guiding Center PIC Simulations**

An alternative to scaling the physical parameters is to use a reduced PIC algorithm that doesn’t resolve the laser wavelength or period. One such example is the
ponderomotive guiding center (PGC) or “envelope” treatment of the laser pulse [44], which has been implemented in VORPAL [45,46] and other codes. A stronger approximation is the quasistatic algorithm, which has been implemented in WAKE (2D cylindrical) and also in the 3D QuickPIC code [47]. QuickPIC has been benchmarked with OSIRIS and VORPAL [39,51].

The PGC algorithm is constrained by the Courant stability criterion, but the laser wavelength need not be resolved, so the longitudinal cell size and, hence, the time step can be much larger than for explicit PIC, resulting in orders of magnitude speedup. The quasistatic algorithm step size can be as large as a fraction of a Rayleigh range, resulting in even greater speedup, but it requires special measures to correctly model the trapping and acceleration of electrons. The PGC algorithm in VORPAL includes particle trapping, making it well suited for simulations of downramp injection [46].

As the laser pulse propagates significant distances through the plasma, its energy depletes, resulting in a broadening of its frequency spectrum (primarily red shifting). The PGC and quasistatic algorithms both fail due to this spectral broadening, before the pulse has completely depleted.

Explicit PIC Simulations in an Optimal Lorentz Frame

A third possibility for dramatically speeding up laser-plasma simulations, making them practical in 3D for interaction lengths >1 cm and electron energies >1 GeV, is to operate in a boosted Lorentz frame, moving in the direction of the laser pulse. This idea was explored over 10 years ago [48], but didn’t work because backward going radiation is upshifted in frequency (and, hence, unresolved) and also amplified, resulting in strong noise that can drive a numerical instability in the plasma. The idea of working in an optimal Lorentz frame was recently rediscovered [49,50] and is being pursued with OSIRIS, VORPAL and Warp [51,52,53] and with other codes.

To date, LWFA boosted-frame VORPAL simulations choose the relativistic factor $\gamma_b$ such that the left-going Lorentz contracted plasma channel is twice the length of the stretched right-going laser pulse, and both remain within the original domain, meaning no moving window algorithm is required. The laser wavelength is still fully resolved and transverse coordinates are unchanged, so the size of the grid remains essentially the same as for a standard lab frame simulation. Hence, the speedup comes from the reduction in the number of time steps: the time step (like the laser wavelength) increases by $\gamma_b(1+\beta_b)$ and the interaction time (like the plasma length) decreases by $\gamma_b$, so the run time (like the number of time steps) is reduced by the factor $(1+\beta_b)(\gamma_b)\approx 2\gamma_b^2$.

Results of a 2D boosted-frame VORPAL simulation are shown in Fig.’s 1 and 2 below. We consider the very challenging case of a 10 GeV quasilinear stage for an externally injected electron bunch, including a 2 m plasma density channel with central electron density $n_e=6\times10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ and a laser pulse with $\lambda=0.8$ μm and the following dimensionless parameters: $a_0=1$, $k_p\omega_0=3.8$ and $k_pL=2$ (see e.g. Ref. [43] for definitions). These are similar to the parameters for a 10 GeV stage, as predicted by scaling theory [43]. Simulating this case in 1D with explicit PIC requires $\sim 10^8$ time steps and $\sim 2\times10^4$ processor hours [51], while a 2D simulation requires $\sim 500x$ more computer time ($10^8$ processor hours), and a 3D simulation is essentially impossible.
FIGURE 1. Example of a 2D boosted frame LWFA simulation is shown at early times, with laser pulse moving to the right and plasma channel moving to the left – a) contour plot of the laser electric field as it focuses to a waist at the leading edge of the channel; b) lineout of the laser electric field; c) contour plot of the longitudinal electric field at the left edge of the plasma; d) x-y scatter plot of cold, 10 MeV test-particles overlapping the laser pulse.

FIGURE 2. Same 2D boosted frame LWFA simulation from Fig. 1, later in time – a) contour plot of the longitudinal electric field in the plasma; b) lineout of the plasma wakefield; c) lineout of the laser electric field; d) longitudinal phase space scatter plot of accelerated test-particles behind the pulse.

For the simulation described by Fig.’s 1 and 2, \( \gamma_b^2 = 9,800 \). Due to various inefficiencies, which can be corrected in the future, the achieved speedup was ~2,000x as compared to lab frame PIC simulation.
Fig. 1 shows the laser pulse as it enters the plasma, the initial plasma wakefield, and a distribution of test-particles used to sample the wakefields and predict the maximum possible energy for an externally injected electron bunch. The longitudinal profile of the laser pulse is asymmetric in the boosted frame. In order to generate the laser pulse accurately, with no increase in the transverse size of the simulation domain, it is emitted from three walls, using the total field/scattered field technique [56].

Fig. 2 shows the plasma wakefield near the end of the simulation, the departing laser pulse, and the longitudinal phase space of the test-particles, some of which have been accelerated to high-energy and are following behind the laser pulse. The peak normalized momentum in the boosted frame, as seen in Fig. 2d, corresponds to $\gamma \approx 157$. The corresponding value in the lab frame is $\gamma_{\text{lab}} \approx 2\gamma_{\text{b}} \approx 2.2 \times 10^4$, corresponding to a peak electron energy of 11 GeV. This agrees well with the predictions of Ref. [43].

**HIGH-BRIGHTNESS PHOTOCATHODE ELECTRON SOURCES**

Photocathode electron sources can be “warm” or superconducting, rf or DC, a single (half) cell or multiple cells, and can employ any of a wide variety of photocathode technologies. The basic terminology is as varied as the technologies employed, but we use here the fairly generic term “electron gun”. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the various types of electron guns, but an excellent collection of reports summarizing international R&D efforts on high-brightness photocathode electron sources has been recently collected [1].

Many high-brightness electron gun development efforts are motivated by “conventional” high-intensity linear accelerators for colliders, free-electron lasers (FEL), energy recovery linacs (ERL) or other applications that are not directly relevant to advanced concepts. However, all such efforts are expected to benefit AAC efforts in the future, and so the topic is integral to the AAC workshops. In particular, electron gun work at Argonne National Lab [2] and UCLA [3] is directly relevant to AAC.

There are two fundamental approaches to simulating electron guns – electrostatic and electromagnetic. Many codes have been developed for both approaches. Due to space limitations, only a few codes are discussed here.

**Electrostatic Gun Simulations**

The oldest and still most widely used approach to simulating electron guns is called “electrostatic,” because the electron bunch is Lorentz transformed to its beam frame, where the Poisson equation is solved via electrostatic PIC for the electric fields, which are then transformed back into the lab frame in order to apply the corresponding force to the electron macro-particles. The oldest and most widely used code for this approach is PARMELA [4], which has been tested extensively (see e.g. [1,5]) and is generally used to benchmark new codes.

The more recently developed IMPACT-T code [6], uses the same general approach as PARMELA, but the Poisson solver is fully 3D and, like the particle dynamics, is parallelized to run efficiently on clusters and supercomputers. Also, IMPACT-T can “slice” the electron bunch longitudinally and calculate the corresponding fields independently (important near the photocathode, where large energy spread can
otherwise prevent the sensible definition of a beam frame), then sum them up before applying the force to the electron macro-particles. Recent developments include the addition of a model for backstreaming ions [7], which can appear in high-duty factor electron guns via impact ionization of the background and then can be accelerated into the cathode.

**Electromagnetic Gun Simulations**

Electromagnetic PIC simulations of electron guns can in principle capture more physics than the electrostatic treatment. For high gradients and correspondingly rapid acceleration near the cathode, the electrostatic field calculation is not accurate. Likewise, beam loading of the rf fields (especially important near the cathode) cannot be modeled from first principles in the electrostatic approach. For high-charge, high-duty-factor, high-Q electron guns, the high-order mode wakefields generated by each electron bunch could linger sufficiently long to accumulate within the resonant cavity and eventually perturb the particle dynamics of subsequent bunches – an effect that can only be modeled with fully electromagnetic PIC.

On the other hand, there are concerns with the electromagnetic approach. While an electrostatic Poisson solve need only grid up the spatial region around the electron bunch, an electromagnetic simulation must grid up the much larger domain occupying the full interior of the rf cavity. Also, the Courant stability condition on the time step for electromagnetic simulation means that many more steps must be simulated. As a result, electromagnetic simulations generally require orders of magnitude more computer time. Even so, there is concern that one might not sufficiently resolve the region near the photocathode, where nonlinear self-fields are dramatically affecting the subsequent beam dynamics. Also, the particle noise in an electromagnetic simulation could in some cases increase the emittance of the accelerated electron bunch, or drive artificially strong high-order modes. As a result, caution is required.

VORPAL [8] simulations of rf cavities have been shown to accurately capture several resonant modes in complicated structures [9,10]. Recently, VORPAL has been used to simulate [11] the half-cell SRF gun designed at Brookhaven National Lab [12], showing good agreement with PARMELA in a regime where both codes should be valid.

The Advanced Computation department at SLAC has developed the unique Pic3P electromagnetic PIC code [13,14], which uses the finite element (FE) technique to implement time-domain PIC, rather than the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method used by VORPAL and also by the commercial PIC codes MAFIA and MAGIC. The Advanced Computation department has also developed software, called TEM3P for modeling thermal effects [15,16] on rf cavities. Pic3P has been shown to agree well with PARMELA for a case where both are valid (low current) and to agree with MAFIA for higher-currents (in disagreement with PARMELA), and to run much faster than MAFIA.

A completely different approach to the problem of electromagnetic gun simulations is to use Green’s functions [17,18]. This approach is still in the early stages, requiring simple geometry and short electron bunches to be practical, but shows promise for the future.
Simulating Photocathode Physics and Diamond Amplification

Improved and generalized photoemission models have been developed to include the effects of thermal and field emission [19,20] and some simulation codes have begun to incorporate them [21]. A different type of electron/material interaction is key to the concept of diamond amplification of the electron charge in an rf electron gun [22], which is now being simulated with VORPAL [23].

SIMULATION OF OTHER ADVANCED CONCEPTS

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss simulation techniques for all advanced acceleration concepts; however, we briefly mention two more of them here. Explicit PIC can be used to simulate the acceleration of ions in laser-solid interactions – for example the VPIC code [24,25], which is heavily optimized for use on opteron clusters and in particular on the hybrid opteron/cell architecture of the RoadRunner supercomputer at LANL. This effective use of massively parallel computing power enables the use of huge meshes and large numbers of particles per cell.

Dielectric structures show great promise for producing high gradients in laser-driven cavities and novel light sources [26,27,28]. Because such structures often rely on a high-order mode (i.e. smaller wavelength than the fundamental), they can be electrically very large (many wavelengths across). This disparity of spatial scales can make the simulations an order of magnitude larger and slower than the comparable simulations for a metal rf cavity. Developing electromagnetic algorithms that are both stable and 2nd-order accurate in the presence of arbitrary dielectrics is still an active area of research [29].
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